LEAN PRACTITIONER CERTIFICATION

A Lean Practitioner is a hands-on professional whose objective is to develop improved processes and inspire those involved. They have command of the Lean methods and tools, are familiar with Lean principles, and inspire others to participate in the improvement process.

**Program Objectives:**
- The 8 wastes
- Voice of the Customer
- Rolled Throughput Yield
- Quick Improvements
- Kaizen Events
- Change Overs
- Process Design
- Ergonomics
- Value Stream Mapping
- Flow
- Pull
- 5S
- Mistake Proofing

**In demand industries:**
- Manufacturing
- Logistics
- Military/Government

**In partnership with the Virginia Manufacturers Association**

Learn how to apply the most important Lean principles, methods, and tools in the field. Utilizing an extensive knowledge base, the focus is on the practical application of Lean and process improvement.

**Location:**
This program is scheduled to be in-person, but has an option for students to attend lectures virtually via Zoom. During the first day and tests students will need to be in-person.

John Tyler Community College - Chester Campus Talley Workforce Center- Room 164

**Date/Time:**
May 18th, 19th, 20th, 25th, 26th, 27th, June 1st and 2nd; 5:30PM – 8:30PM
**Includes project development outside class hours.

- dnewcomer@ccwa.vccs.edu
  804-314-0704
- kdonohue@ccwa.vccs.edu
  804-706-5194